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RED TIDES - Even though it’s Hurricane Season, our 
thoughts turn to red tides, with almost daily Red Tide Alerts 
popping up on our phones. It has become so bad and 
persistent along our Gulf Coast – and for so long now, this 
summer – that poor Governor Rick Scott was recently booed 
out of a Venice area restaurant while campaigning there, 
with banner-waving protesters calling him Red Tide Rick. So 
what is red tide, and why is it causing your property values 
to plummet? Okay, that was a cheap shot to make sure your 
eyes are not already glazing over in this very first paragraph.  
 

What is it? - Red tide is a discoloration of seawater caused by an excess of nutrients (particularly 
phosphorus and nitrogen) which in turn cause an algae bloom of toxic red dinoflagellates. The particular 
organism currently plaguing 135 miles of our coastline is Karenia brevis, and it can extend offshore up 
to 10 miles. Red tides were documented in the southern Gulf of Mexico as far back as the 1700s. Red 
tide season typically begins in October, and ends in January or February, after cooler temperatures 
and stiff winds out of the north make it harder for the algae blooms to form. This current red tide is the 
longest lasting occurrence since the outbreak that lasted from October 2004 through March 2006. 
 
What does it do? - The harmful effects of red tides are caused 
by brevetoxins released when the organism dies. Wave action 
can release the toxins into the air, leading to severe respiratory 
irritation for beachgoers; coughing, sneezing, tearing and 
burning eyes, itchy throat and even difficulty catching your 
breath. Some red tides dissipate in a few days, while others 
have lasted a year or longer. These toxins affect the central 
nervous system of fish and other vertebrates, leading to 
widespread fish kills and dead fish by the thousands. Things 
went downhill fast earlier this summer when onshore winds pushed red tide and millions of pounds of 
dead animals onto area beaches and shorelines. There have been reports of dead Goliath groupers, 
turtles, dolphins and manatees. A 21-foot-long whale shark washed up dead on a Sanibel beach in 
July; toxicologists confirmed that the huge fish’s tissue samples all contained brevetoxins.  
 
What causes it? - There are three schools of thought about what is causing our red tides:  

1) Red tides are a naturally occurring phenomenon (e.g. Florida Fish & Wildlife). 
2) Lake Okeechobee overflow runoff may enhance red tides 
(e.g. Mote Marine Laboratory). 
3) Lake Okeechobee overflow runoff is definitely causing red 
tides (e.g. most of the people here in South Florida).  
 
Lake Okeechobee is Florida’s largest lake, and it collects runoff 
from agricultural lands, including the nutrients from cow pastures, 
sugar fields and the like. The lake suffers its own problems from 
algae blooms, and a common suspicion is that when the lake 
level gets too high and the Army Corps of Engineers dump that 
excess nutrient-rich fresh water into the Caloosahatchie River, it 

flows into the Gulf and causes our red tides. I won’t get into the Everglades Sheet Flow and how that 
figures into it. Bottom line is that it’s a very complicated situation with no possible quick-fixes.  



However, a total of $700 million is being set aside to 
strengthen and also raise the Herbert Hoover Dike (I 
think ‘levee’ would be more politically correct) which 
surrounds Lake Okeechobee. Army Corps of Engineers 
has also promised to study necessary revisions to the 
lake’s water release schedule and to determine how 
much water will be diverted east and west (east, please). 
I’ve got two words for you: ain’t gonna happen. 
 
Who can we blame? – Politicians, the Army Corps of 
Engineers, the Sugar Lobby, the Cow Lobby (a.k.a. Bovine Boys), global warming and North Korea. 
What can you do? Call your congressman and senator, and tweet to twitterati in the twittosphere. They 
say that annoyance is an inspiration and aggravation a muse. Hopefully, this red tide aggravation will 
inspire the residents of Southern Florida to protest ‘as one’ until the problem is mitigated. It won’t be 
long before someone suggests we need a good strong hurricane to blow the red tide right out of here…. 
 

QUICK NEWS – Summer projects at La Scala have included 
polishing the marble floors, refinishing the brass surface on the 
elevators and cleaning the pool and spa surfaces ❊ In late July, a 
baby racoon fell from a tree outside La Scala and was injured. Our 
intrepid Ludovit rescued it and took it to the Animal Hospital (photo 
inset) ❊ Last year, Lee County pulled 19.4 million pounds of trash 
out of recycling bins, at a cost of nearly $400k ❊ Environmentalists 
say plastic bottles take 450 years to decompose, yet they were first 
used commercially in 1947? I only need to live 379 more years to 

see if it’s true ❊ The race is on for our two area medical facilities to open. Lee Heath Coconut Point in 
Estero is scheduled to open in early January, while the NCH facility – mere feet across the border in 
Bonita Springs – is slated to open in December! ❊ Without wishing to tempt fate, I notice there are no 
Atlantic or Caribbean hurricanes brewing currently. Keep 
everything crossed for another two months ❊ New 
‘Arena’ sponsor Hertz is asking Estero’s Design Review 
Board for permission to paint the outside of Germain Area 
a bright shade of yellow (photo inset) ❊ WhatsApp for 
smartphones uses end-to-end encryption to ensure that 
only you and the person you are communicating with can 
read what’s sent and nobody in between… not even 
WhatsApp. Everyone should be using it ❊ If you haven’t 
seen it yet, the Bay Club has had a mini refurbishment 
makeover, plus there is a new General Manager (Ellen Perkins) and Chef (Nathanial Sawyer) ❊ 
 
JULY FOURTH FIRECRACKER HOT ZONE – We like to try different venues for local celebrations on 

the Fourth. Trying to avoid traffic this year, we headed to the south 
end of Fort Myers Beach and parked at Pinchers Crab Shack for 
dinner; this being just two miles from the Big Carlos Pass bridge. 
Incidentally, if Pinchers did not park their colorful van prominently 
outside at the edge of the street, you would never find the place. 
It is inside Hotel Evergreen and has indoor seating plus a tiki bar 
on the beach with outdoor seating. We brought beach chairs to sit 
on the sand and enjoy the fireworks at Times Square (towards the 
north end of Fort Myers Beach). So far, sokay…..  



You could argue – and if you won’t, I will – that where we 
were sitting is too far away to see the fireworks. And, in a 
sense, you would be right. The ‘official’ show at Times 
Square was okay, but it was indeed too far away to be 
impressive. But what we did not know is that frustrated 
blow-up artists flood onto the wide beach where we were 
sitting, hauling crates of fireworks to put on ego-boosting 
private displays that positively dwarf the official show. 
Barely ten yards in front of us, a section cordoned off with 
yellow ‘Caution’ tape held a giant cache of rockets. Other 
similar staked-out areas surrounded us on the other three sides. Once darkness fell, it was like being 
in a combat war zone, with close-by flashes and bangs all around. Screaming rockets whooshed 
skywards, careening drunkenly over our heads. Now, Columbia, MI, has an annual Fireworks War 
(there is not much else to do there), but I didn’t know we also had one on Fort Myers Beach.  
 

SANDMAN BOOK STORE – With over 100,000 mostly used books, 
Heidi Lange and Scott Hill have created a treasure trove for book-
lovers in Punta Gorda. People apparently come considerable 
distances to browse the shelves for out-of-print finds at fair prices. 
We were there recently ‘just to look’ and ended up leaving with six 
great hard-cover books at a total cost of $30. An interesting feature 
inside the store is the 247 square-foot wall and hanging arch made 
entirely from 4,000 recycled books (photo inset). Sandman Book Co. 
is located in Turtle Crossing Plaza at 1640 Burnt Store Road in Punta 
Gorda. Call them on (941) 505-1624 to find a particular book, email 

them at: info@sandmanbooks.com or just go there and browse. Website: www.sandmanbooks.com  
 
WHO DOESN’T LIKE GETTING FLOWERS? – For about as long as La Scala has existed, Melissa 
Jacobs has had her nearby store, A Flower Boutique, in the shopping center off Burnt Pine Drive, just 
south of CVS. Not only do Melissa and her team create beautiful arrangements for every occasion, but 
the shop also has an intriguing and eclectic display of gift items, with new stock arriving this season. 
Tel: (239) 992-2229, shop online at www.aflowerboutiqueflorist.com or stop in at 24830 S. Tamiami 
Trail, #2500, Bonita Springs, FL 34134 (on the Burnt Pine Drive side of the shopping center). 
 
SAHARAN DUST-UP – As my dear long-suffering 
wife can attest, I have the right to remain silent but 
not the ability. So I seldom resist the summer sport 
of pointing out to Florida ingenues the arrival of 
Saharan dust on our horizons. Having been a 
Professional Safari Guide who has been organizing 
custom African Safaris for the past forty years now, 
I love everything African. Except the dust in Florida. 
At the end of June, a large dry dust-laden air mass 
that originated in the Sahara made its way west 
across the Atlantic and into South Florida (photo inset). To the eye, it appears as a dirty smear across 
the sky, often at around 5,000 feet of altitude. Okay, dirty smear is not a technical term. Interestingly, 
the tiny particles of dust scatter the sun’s rays in a way that produces some of the most vivid and 
brilliantly colored sunsets you will ever see. When the dust arrived at June’s end – it tends to appear 
about once each summer - there was little cloud cover, and temperatures rose quickly, with the Heat 
Index exceeding 100° in some areas. So there you have it, folks. The toothpaste is out of the tube. We 
have Saharan dust in Florida.   
 



A SPY IN YOUR MAILBOX – Have you heard of Informed Delivery 
Daily Digest from the Post Office? Neither had I, until kindly alerted 
by Patty Forhecz (thank you!). Informed Delivery is a free service 
that gives residential consumers the ability to preview their incoming 
letter-size mail pieces and manage USPS packages that are soon 
scheduled to arrive. USPS digitally images the front of all letter-size 
mail pieces that run through their automated equipment, and then 
they email you a Daily Digest of these images (photo inset) before 
the mail actually arrives. It’s like having the NSA in your mailbox. 
Google ‘USPS Informed Delivery’ and then sign up. You do have to 

prove it is you though – there is a proofing process - so you can’t be spying on someone else’s mail!  
   
FOOD & DRINK – Like snowbirds, area restaurants sometimes come and go. Gone are Foster’s Grille 
at GCTC, Fish Crazy, Stage Deli and McCormick & Schmick’s at Mercato, Charlie Chang’s, Preston’s 
Steakhouse, Kitchen and Cafe Lurcat on Fifth Avenue. There was a restaurant in North Naples at the 
corner of 41 and Golden Gate called Midtown Grill. Evidently 
Michael & Lisa Hernandez (owners of Hobnob Kitchen) never ate 
there, because it was not great. It closed just over a year ago and 
– good news - opened as Dorona Modern Italian Steakhouse 
(photo inset), owned by Chef Fabrizio Aielli who also has 
Barbatella and Sea Salt. At Dorona, where the vibe is modern and 
eclectic, Chef Doug Lester creates a diverse menu that runs the 
gamut from charred octopus, charcuterie and imported Spanish 
branzino to Caesar salad made table-side and re-invented 
sandwiches and burgers. There is an entire menu just for steak, 
and guests can select custom meats from an illuminated meat 
case; tantalizing filets, ribeyes, porterhouses and even a 32-ounce rib-chop tomahawk for sharing. The 
wine and liquor menu is impressive, and all cocktails are hand-crafted… il cibo è delizioso! 
 

The car carriers are now starting to reappear, so that means 
snowbirds will be flying south again shortly and pleasuring us 
with their ubiquitous presence. It is boasted (by submariners, 
when questioned as to the safety of their craft) that there are 
more aircraft in the ocean than there are submarines in the sky. 
Increasingly, it seems to be the case that there are also more 
snowbird drivers than there are arterial roads to accommodate 
them. Nothing do I enjoy more than being a part of a three lane-
wide phalanx of cars doing 40 down US 41… in a 55 mph zone… 
 

 
Being English, Enjoy the Fall always sounds unnecessarily cruel, but I suppose Savor the Autumnal 
Colors is a little lumbering and haughty… so how about Fall Away or All Hail Fall!  
 

Andrew 

 
DISCLAIMER: “When you are born, you get a ticket to the freak show. When you are born in America, you get a front row seat.” According 
to the late comedian, George Carlin. 

Cell: (239) 405-3455 (voice & text) ~ E-mail: acfentiman@gmail.com  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/andrew.c.fentiman 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/andrewcfentiman 
amusing, thought-provoking and interesting items posted daily 

 
 


